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• The assumption of stationarity in financial time 
series is fundamentally wrong and misleading!

• Regime shifts and change of regimes are the “norm” 
rather than the exception.

• Financial markets exhibit transitions between 
phases of growth, exuberance and crises.

Key Propositions





(source: www.JohnMaulding.com)



Bond Bubble, Or Rational Expectations? Visualizing 220 Years Of Treasury Yields

Near multi-generational low bond yields, driven at least in part (and some think in full) by the undeniably large asset purchase program (Quantitative Easing 
(QE)) that the US Federal Reserve has been implementing in one form or another since the 2008 Global Financial Crisis (GFC), have pushed the question of 
whether or not the bond market is a bubble to the front of many people's minds. However, while the chart below of over 220 years of 10-year treasury 
yields shows the extraordinarily low bonds yields, they have resulted from many fundamental and rational drivers (expectations of weak economic growth and 
safe haven flows amid the European sovereign debt crisis) in addition to Fed purchases. So while bond prices look expensive, there is nothing particularly 
bubbly about the bond market today. http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2013-04-23/bond-bubble-or-rational-expectations-visualizing-220-years-treasury-yields



• The assumption of stationarity in financial time 
series is fundamentally wrong and misleading!

• Regime shifts and change of regimes are the “norm” 
rather than the exception.

• Financial markets exhibit transitions between 
phases of growth, exuberance and crises.

• Most crises are endogenous and are the 
consequence of procyclical positive feedbacks that 
burst.

• Possibility of developing probabilistic warning and 
forecast of change of regime  

Key Propositions



The Global Bubble
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The “perpetual money 
machine” broke.

2009
D. Sornette and P. Cauwels,  The Illusion of the Perpetual Money Machine,
Notenstein Academy White Paper Series (Dec. 2012)  (http://arxiv.org/abs/1212.2833)



Crises frequently 
emanate from the 
financial centers with 
transmission through 
interest rate shocks 
and commodity price 
collapses. Thus, the 
recent US sub-prime 
financial crisis is 
hardly unique.

This Time is Different: A 
Panoramic View of Eight 
Centuries of Financial Crises
Carmen M. Reinhart and 
Kenneth S. Rogoff, NBER 
Working Paper No. 13882, 
March 2008

Sovereign External Debt: 1800-2006
Percent of Countries in Default or Restructuring
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Grand Canonical Minority Game (GCMG)

Get a scientific understanding of the generating process of a time series by finding 3rd Party 
Games (3rdPG) which produce similar time series to the one which is fed (insample)

Reverse Engineering

Goals
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Genetic Algorithm Optimization 



Result of Academic Interest: 
Markets become more and more efficient

 J. Wiesinger, D. Sornette, J. Satinover, Reverse Engineering Financial Markets with Majority and Minority Games using Genetic Algorithms,
Computational Economics  DOI 10.1007/s10614-011-9312-9 (2012)  (http://arxiv.org/abs/1002.2171)
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Reverse engineering stock markets with mixed 
games and alpha generation

 Mixed games
 Dynamics of the games
 Stylized facts generated by the mixed games
 Calibrate the mixed games
 Predict the future return signs with the mixed games
 Trading strategies based on the mixed games
 Structures of ABM’s and market regimes
 Conclusions
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Mixed games

 General definitions
 N agents in a virtual market
 they trade from time t = 1 to Z
 they generate a return time series {rt}

 Agent decision making rules
 bounded rationality
 limited knowledge

 memory length m
 history price change directions {0,1}m

 limited computation capacity
 s trading strategies 
 f: {0,1}m→{+1,-1}

 Preference of an agent over her trading strategies
 backward-looking and myopic
 choose the trading strategy that maximized the score 
 the score is based on her belief

 An agent will not trade if she is not confident enough
 check the success rate of last T times, if the success rate is lower than τ, she will not 

trade

 A virtual market is defined by parameters N,m,s,τ,T and {fi}
13
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 Price formation

 μt - the history information
 ait - the action of agent i at time t
 At - the collective actions of all agents
 λ - liquidity, a normalization factor
 rt - the return of the virtual market at time t

14

Mixed games
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 Beliefs of agents
 minority game

 delayed minority game

 majority game

 $-game

 Symbols
 μt - the history information
 fij - j-th strategy of agent i
 At - the collective actions of all 

agents
 κ - a positive normalization factor
π - the payoff functions of 

strategies
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Mixed games
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Dynamics of the games - minority game

 Consider an ideal minority game virtual stock market
 A virtual stock market defined as in the preceding slides
 τ=0
 The input information {μt} is i.i.d and exogenous as given. The 

trading strategies f  of agents are thus random variables
 agents pick trading strategies randomly from their trading strategy 

sets according to performance of the trading strategies, with 
probability defined by the following equation:
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 Proposition: for an ideal minority game virtual stock market, if 
there is a stationary state, then the agents’ decisions are the 
solution of the following optimization problem:

 Remark: In most cases, ideal minority game virtual stock markets 
will converge to a stationary state. In some rare cases, there will be 
periodic Markov chains.

Dynamics of the games - minority game

The minimization is respect to the parameters     , which 
is the probability that the i-th agent picks the j-th strategy. 

        are constants when the game is stationary.

βi
j

βi
j

Because every agent wants to pick the strategy that 
maximizes                          , where A(t) is the collective 
action of all agents, and on average                                 , 
so the decisions of the agents are to 
minimize                       
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Dynamics of the games - majority game

 In the same way we can define ideal virtual stock markets for 
majority game, $-game and delayed minority game

 Ideal majority game virtual stock market:
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 In the same way we can define ideal virtual stock markets for 
majority game, $-game and delayed minority game

 Ideal $-game virtual stock market. When the market is stationary, 
the decisions of the agents are a local maximum of the following 
optimization problem

Dynamics of the games - $game
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 In the same way we can define ideal virtual stock markets for 
majority game, $-game and delayed minority game

 Ideal delayed minority game virtual stock market. When the market 
is stationary, the decisions of the agents are a local minimum of 
the following optimization problem

Dynamics of the games - delayed minority game
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 In the same way we can define ideal virtual stock markets for 
majority game, $-game and delayed minority game

 Ideal mixed game virtual stock market. When the market is 
stationary, the decisions of the different kinds of game players are 
local optimum of the following different optimization problems:

 Minority game players:

 Majority game players:

 $-game players:

 Delayed minority game players:

Dynamics of the games
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 We use minority game and delayed minority game players to 
model the behavior of fundamentalists. The actions of the delayed 
minority game players are cleverer than the minority game players. 
Moreover, the delayed minority game will generate negative lag 1 
autocorrelations.

 We use majority game and $-game players to model the behavior 
of trend followers. The $-game players are more radical, and they 
generate positive lag 1 autocorrelations.

 We expect that the mixed game virtual markets will generate many 
stylized facts of the real stock markets.

22

Dynamics of the games
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Stylized facts generated by the mixed games

 We generate randomly 10000 mixed-game virtual stock markets, 
which run for 12500 time steps
 N from 3-103
 m from 2-8
 s from 1-16
 τ from 0-1
 T from 1-25
 all trading strategies of the agents are randomly picked

 Distribution of returns and volumes of the 10000 mixed-game 
virtual stock markets
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Stylized facts generated by the mixed games

 Absence of autocorrelations

Boxplots of autocorrelation coefficients from lag 0 to lag 34 of returns in the 10000 mixed-game virtual stock 
markets. The green dot in each boxplot is the corresponding autocorrelation coefficient of the S&P500 returns 
from Jan 2, 2002 to Sep 12, 2012.
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 Heavy tails of returns distribution

Boxplot of kurtosis of returns in the 10000 mixed-game virtual stock markets. The 
green dot is the kurtosis of the S&P500 returns from Jan 2, 2002 to Sep 12, 2012.

Stylized facts generated by the mixed games
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 Gain/loss asymmetry

Boxplot of skewness of returns in the 10000 mixed-game virtual stock markets. 
The green dot is the skewness of the S&P500 returns from Jan 2, 2002 to Sep 12, 
2012.
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Stylized facts generated by the mixed games
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 Aggregational Gaussianity

Boxplots of p-values of normality tests of both the aggregated returns and the original returns of the 10000 
mixed-game virtual stock markets. The “original returns” are the non-aggregational returns, the “aggr-returns 
(10)” are the aggregational returns over 10 time steps, and the “aggr-returns (20)” are the aggregational returns 
over 20 time steps.

Stylized facts generated by the mixed games
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 Intermittency

Intermittency of a synthesized time series and the returns time series of the S&P500 index from Jan 2, 2002 to Sep 12, 2012. The synthesized 
time series are generated by combing 25 pieces extracted from the returns time series of 25 different virtual stock markets randomly picked 
from the 10000 mixed-game virtual stock markets, each of the 25 virtual stock markets providing 100 continuous data points. The upper sub-
plot compares the synthesized time series and the S&P500 returns, and the lower sub-plot shows the multi-fractal spectra of the time series.

Stylized facts generated by the mixed games
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 Volatility clustering and leverage effect
 ARCH LM test (Engle 1982) with 10 lags

 7353 out of 10000 virtual stock markets’ returns time series have p-value >= 0.05
 594 out of 10000 results generate the leverage effect

News impact curve of a time series reproducing the leverage effect.

Stylized facts generated by the mixed games

The news impact curve is a way to visualise the 
leverage effect in Pagan and Schwert (1990), 
Engle and Ng (1991). 

The news is actually the history return, not the 
news in, e.g., newspapers. 

The curve shows that a mixed-game 
reproduces a nice leverage effect - the 
negative returns have higher impact onto the 
volatility than the positive returns.
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 Long memory of volatility

Boxplots of autocorrelation coefficients of lags 1 to 34 of the 3000 synthesized time series. The blue rectangles are 
autocorrelation coefficients of one sample among the synthesized time series, and the green circles are autocorrelation 
coefficients of the S&P500 returns, from Jan 2, 2002 to Sep 12, 2012.
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Stylized facts generated by the mixed games
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 Volume-volatility correlations

Boxplot of correlation coefficients between volume and volatility 
(represented by the absolute returns) of the 3000 synthesized time series.

Stylized facts generated by the mixed games
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Calibration of the mixed games

 Use the Genetic Algorithm to solve the following 
optimization problem

 700 experiments with different in-sample window 
lengths
 S&P500: 1992-2002, 2002-2012
 Dow Jones: 1982-1992, 1992-2002, 2002-2012
 Nasdaq: 1992-2002, 2002-2012
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Success rates in predicting the future return signs

 Compare with random trading strategies
 1000 random trading samples for each experiment
 random trading betting a positive future return with probability f+

 654 out of 700 experiments are better than random 
trading with p-value=0.1  

 109 experiments have success rates higher than f+, the 
fraction of positive returns in the real data (which is not 
known ex-ante)

33
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Success rates in predicting the future return 
signs

Reverse engineering stock markets with mixed games and alpha generation

Positive ratio - fraction of positive returns in the real return time series
Wis - in-sample window length

34
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Trading strategies based on the mixed games

 Long when ABM predicts a positive return; otherwise 
short

 Compare with random trading strategies

 15% of experiments generate results above 90% of 
random trading results

 21 (21/654 =3.2%) experiments have statistically 
significantly positive α’s, while less than 1% random 
trading strategies can generate the same results
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PVr - The p-value of the null hypothesis that returns of ABM based strategy is the same as random ones
PVshr - The p-value of the null hypothesis that Sharpe ratios of ABM based strategy is the same as random 
ones
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Trading strategies based on the mixed games

Fama-French 3 -factor model; 4-factor model gives even more significant results 
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Structures of ABM’s and market regimes
 Consider six major regimes from 1982 to 2012

 1982-Oct. 1987 (bubble regime. Overall decreasing Fed rates. A crash on black Monday 19 Oct 
1987)

 Oct. 1987-1993 (post bubble regime)
 1993-2000 (the growth of the dot-com bubble)
 2000-2003 (post bubble, decreasing Fed rate to fight recession (burst of dot-com and biotech bubble))
 2003-Oct. 2007 (flat followed by slow-increase Fed rate, jointly with the global leverage bubble)
 End 2007 - Present (the great recession)

 Study the relationships between returns and the ABM 
parameters with linear regression models
 highly significant linear relationships between the real returns and 

the calibrated ABM parameters
 τ is significant during the bubble regimes while insignificant after 

crashes; fract is usually significant and positively related to real 
returns during bubble regimes, and is on the contrary after crashes

 fractions of majority game and $-game players are more strongly 
related to the real returns than that of minority game players. 
Fraction of delayed minority game players is insignificant
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 Symbols
 r - the real returns

 fract - fraction of active agents

 frmg - fraction of minority game 
players

 frmajg - fraction of majority game 
players

 frdg - fraction of $-game players

 frdmg - fraction of delayed minority 
game players

 τ - success rate threshold

 a0 - a6 - parameters to estimate

 ε - white noise
38

Trading strategies based on the mixed games
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Trading strategies based on the mixed games
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Conclusions
 Use mixed games to model both fundamentalists and 

trend followers
 The mixed games can reproduce many stylized facts 

of the real stock markets
 654 experiments generate statistically significant 

success rate of predicting the future return signs
 15% experiments can generate statistically and 

economically significant returns
 Calibrated parameters of ABM’s can help us diagnose 

market regimes
 Challenge the weak form of the efficient market 

hypothesis. Transient deviations from efficiency are 
mostly due to the role of trend followers

Reverse engineering stock markets with mixed games and alpha generation
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